
wash care: certifications: 

size chart:  

colours:  

county of origin: commodity code: 

fabric: 

retail description: 

AQ010 
Men's polo-Heathers 

A go-to highly versatile wardrobe staple, this classic fit polo epitomises the essence of 
todays modern polo and is ideal for workwear through to fashion and retail. The polo 
is made from quality ringspun combed cotton with a tighter piqué weave for a great fit, 
soft finish, and is excellent for all decoration techniques. 

60% Cotton, 40% Polyester. 200gsm 
Heather Grey: 85% Cotton, 15% Viscose. 200gsm 

6105 10 00 00 Bangladesh 

Black purple 
heather 

red heather teal heather Heather 



wash care: certifications: 

size chart:  

colours:  

county of origin: commodity code: 

fabric: 

retail description: 

AQ010 
Men's polo-neons 

A go-to highly versatile wardrobe staple, this classic fit polo epitomises the essence of 
todays modern polo and is ideal for workwear through to fashion and retail. The polo 
is made from quality ringspun combed cotton with a tighter piqué weave for a great fit, 
soft finish, and is excellent for all decoration techniques. 

65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 200gsm 

6105 10 00 00 Bangladesh 

Neon green Neon 
Orange 

Neon yellow 



wash care: certifications: 

size chart:  

colours:  

county of origin: commodity code: 

fabric: 

retail description: 

AQ010 
Men's polo –Solids 

A go-to highly versatile wardrobe staple, this classic fit polo epitomises the essence of 
todays modern polo and is ideal for workwear through to fashion and retail. The polo 
is made from quality ringspun combed cotton with a tighter piqué weave for a great fit, 
soft finish, and is excellent for all decoration techniques. 

100% Ringspun combed cotton. 200gsm 
Charcoal: 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester. 200gsm 
 

6105 10 00 00 Bangladesh 

Black Bottle Bright Bright burgun- Burnt Cardinal Charcoal Cherry cornflow- denim French Hot kelly 

khaki lime Milk  
chocolate 

mint mustard Natural navy olive orchid peach peacock Pink  
carnation 

plum 

Purple red royal sapphire sky slate sunflower turquoise 

white 


